Ladder diagrams, which have been used for decades for describing relay circuits, are now being utilized for programming Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC). This is so because many practicing engineers and technicians are familiar with these diagrams, and fell comfortable working with them.
Introduction
The Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) founds in industry has evolved from the needs for a control system that can be easily reprogrammed as changes occur or as new products develop. The automotive industry is faced annually with major changes in production as new models are designed. This changeover requires electricians and maintenance personnel to put in long hours to rewrite relay type controls. Each changeover period was costly to the industry, and it often forced changes to be infrequent and as simple as possible. As a result of these difficulties, the PLC was developed to simplify the problem of changing control system periodically [4, 1] .
The PLC is a solid state device used to control machine or process operation by means of a stored program and feedback of data from input/output devices. It is composed primarily of three parts: PLC processor module, the Input/Output modules and the programming device [6, 5] .
The PLC processor module reads input data from various sensing devices, executes the stored user program from memory, and sends appropriate output commands to control devices. This process of reading inputs, executing the program, and controlling output is done on a continuous basis called scanning [4, 1] .
PLC Operation Modes
Depending on the PLC system, there are different types of operating modes. The common operating modes are PROGRAM mode, RUN mode, and TEST mode [2] .
With PROGRAM mode the processor module prepares for receiving/ transmitting data from/to the programming device with the PLC memory.
In RUN mode the PLC system begins its scanning operation by looking for input signals from input devices, execute the user program and according to the user logic program sends output signals to the output devices.
The third mode of operation is the TEST mode. In this mode the PLC system operates just as in RUN mode except that the output modules remain in the OFF state. This mode of operation is normally used to test the written PLC program before implementing it, the user activates input devices and watches the operation of the program without wary about something that might moves to the wrong state.
PLC Programming Languages
The term PLC programming language refers to the method by which the user communicates information to the PLC. There are four types of languages normally encountered in programmable controllers: Ladder diagram, Boolean mnemonics, Function blocks, and High level literal language.
Ladder diagram and Boolean mnemonics form basic PLC languages, while function blocks, and High level literal language are considered high level languages [2] .
The basic PLC languages consists of a set of instructions that perform the most primitive type of control functions: relay replacement, timing and counting operation. The high level languages have been brought about the need to execute more powerful instructions that go beyond simple timing, counting and on/off control. High level languages are suited for operations such as analog control, data manipulation, reporting, and other functions that are not possible with basic instruction sets.
The main requirement from any PLC programming language is that it may be easily understood and used in a control situation. This implies the need for a language type that provides commands very closed to the function required by the control engineer, but without complexity and learning time associated with most computer languages. For this reason ladder diagram language is chosen, because it has been the most common method of describing relay logic circuit, so it is only natural to base PLC programming on them in order to create a familiar environment for the user and designer of logic control systems.
Ladder Diagram Programming Language
Ladder diagram is the most popular symbolic language. This language is a natural choice for PLCs since it was already used to represent electromechanical relays, counters, and timers which PLCs were replacing.
The ladder diagram language is used to create a PLC user logic program. It is almost composed of six groups of instructions: relay-type, timer/counter, arithmetic instruction, data manipulation, data transfer, and program control [2] . These instructions are formatted to obtain the desired control logic that is to be entered into the PLC memory.
The main function of the ladder diagram program is to control outputs based on input conditions. This control is accomplished through the use of what is referred to as a ladder rung.
Each ladder diagram has two vertical lines, the left vertical is considered connected to the supply voltage, while the right one is grounded as shown in Fig-1 
The Designed Ladder Editor
Since the Ladder language is a symbolic PLC language, a software development system is needed to provide graphic programming. This software is considered as a Man Machine Interface (MMI) that provides the user with the essential graphic tools to draw relay ladder diagram to program the PLC [3] . The designed editor consists of two main sections: Editing section and PLC File Construction section.
A-The Editing Section
The editing section provides a graphic editing facilities that allow the user to enter the desired ladder diagram symbols. It is designed to consist of two areas: the graphic screen area and the menu area, as shown in Fig-2 .
The graphic screen area is used to enter relay ladder symbols in order to construct each rung of the ladder program. This area is designed to consist of a net of points to simplify fixing the ladder symbol either vertically or horizontally. The symbols bar in this area is provided to display some of the ladder symbols that can be used to build the ladder program, and two text fields, labeled with logic and text, used to specify the symbol name and the symbol address that helps to understand and maintain the ladder program. The symbols are added one symbol at a time and each new created symbol must be connected with either input or output symbol to construct the ladder program.
The menu area displays a list of commands, File, View, and Tools. The File menu is used to create and save a file using the options provided in this menu such as New, Open, Save, and SaveAs. The New option is used to create new instance and once the user finished working on the file, the Save option allows the user to save a copy of the finished ladder program. SaveAs option is also provided to allow building different versions of the written ladder program.
The View menu provides different options that allow the user to change the configuration of the ladder editor. Some of these options are used to specify the maximum number of pages needed to construct the ladder program, the number of rungs in each page, and to define the maximum number of symbols each page can hold. Each page can be configured to hold up to 7*15 symbols.
The Tools menu provides a flexibility of adding new ladder symbols to the editor or deleting unused symbols from the editor (see Fig-3 ).
The editor also provides many editing facilities such as online documentation help, navigation between the program pages, editing facilities (Cut-Copy-Paste-Undo) and clear function that can be used to clear the contents of the current page in one command.
B-PLC File Construction Section
The PLC file construction section is responsible for loading and saving the PLC ladder program. The ladder editor allows the user to enter the desired ladder diagram symbols one symbol at a time. The entered symbols are displayed on the graphic screen area and an information record about this symbol is stored in a graphic data table. The graphic data table consists of many records of information, one record for each symbol in the rung. The contents of this table will be saved in a text file with a necessary header information about each ladder program that helps the editor to reload the program. These header information consists of the configuration information in addition to any remark statements in the program inserted by the user.
The graphic data table is stored in the memory using dynamic array data structure. Because of the large size of ladder program, the information stored in a graphic data table need to have as minimum size as possible. Therefore, the record is designed to hold the following information about each symbol:
The program symbols are stored as a symbol code rather than the symbol itself, therefore a data base file is used to store the symbols and their code numbers. The editor refer to this data base file during the save and load operations.
After a certain number of designed pages, depending on the number of symbols inserted on these pages, the editor save the contents of the dynamic array in a temporary file and free the located memory in order to reuse it. Saving the contents of the graphic data table in a temporary file will speed up the operations with this data structure because of his always small size. The contents of the temporary file is reloaded in the dynamic array when the user review the designed ladder pages.
The Ladder Editor as a Man Machine Interface
During RUN and TEST modes of operations, the operator needs to monitor the operation of the plant during the execution of the PLC program through MMI. All objects in the designed ladder program are linked to a real-time point( field address) in order to reflect its status to the objects in the program. The MMI needs a real time data collected from the field of the plant and to record the initial states of the components, which is ON or OFF, in a data base file. During the scanning operation the editor will check the new status with the saved one, and with any change the editor will reflect this new status to the related object in the ladder program, and updates the data base file accordingly.
During TEST mode the user can monitor the behavior of the plant during executing the ladder program and with any illegal operation, the operator can change the program to overcome any illegal operation in the program before implementing it.
In RUN mode the MMI option helps the operator to monitor the plant operations and with any fault during the work time the operator can easily discover the fault reason and solve the problem in a very fast and easy way.
Real Time Application Examples Using the Designed Ladder Editor
A number of different real-time application examples are used to test the designed editor. The selected examples are chooses to need different requirements from the editor in order to test the facilities provided by the editor.
One of the application program examples is the Neutralization system shown in Fig-4 . In this example a certain amount of solution is added to a tank; heated and chemically treated and then sent out to the next tank. The sensors ts and as indicate whether or not the solution has the correct temperature and PH, respectively. When ts and as are both activated, the neutralization is complete. The level switches ls1, ls2, and ls3 are activated whenever the level in the tank is at or above a given level [7] .The neutralization process is to proceed as follows: 1. Initially, all the valves are closed, the mixer m and heater h are OFF, and the reaction tank is empty. The designed ladder program and a part from PLC file for this application example is shown in Fig-5 and Fig-6 respectively. The PLC file is constructed as explained in section 4.2.
Discussions and Conclusions
The designed ladder programs are tested by implementing a real-time application program with a simulation data and it proves a good response time. Writing different control ladder programs for these examples proves that the designed PLC ladder editor contains the most ladder instructions that can be used for programming PLCs and it provides helpful functions that make easy creating, updating and manipulating of any application program.
The flexibility of the designed editor due to the different complicated data structure used in the programming operation make the load, save, and manipulate operations performed in a very fast and efficient way. The written ladder programs are easy to understand and maintain due to the inserted text facility provided by the editor with each ladder symbol.
Saving the contents of the graphic data table in a temporary file periodically, minimize the reserved memory space and this will speedup the response time of the program especially the navigation between the designed pages will be faster. 
